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Formation of Companies in Morocco - new Elorado ?
The formation of companies in Morocco would it be a new Eldorado for entrepreneurs? Indeed with globalization, many
entrepreneurs, arise the question that where they can create their company? To Start a business in their own country or
create their company in another country?
Why not Morocco which is only three hours flight from Paris, this country has planned to attract foreign companies, a
charter of investment, 0% tax on profits during the first five years on the export turnover of Business conducted in
currencies, the release of transfer of profits and capital for people who invest in foreign currency, Francophone qualified
and productive and very cheap labour, the minimum wage is around 180 &euro; in Morocco, we better understand the
expatriate of French entrepreneurs to create companies in Morocco.

Morocco has in recent years simplified formalities for enterprise creation, and it became easy to create one&rsquo;s
company in a week. Many consultants will be there to help you in this process, of the setting up of companies, of
financial mounting, to administrative authorizations, and to the international fiscal control.

For legal structures to adopt for the creation of companies in Morocco, the French entrepreneurs will not be
disorientated, in fact we find the same structures as in France, the limited company, the limited liability company, the
partnership (SNC), the simple limited partnership, the limited partnership by shares, or company by participation, or why
not install a branch or subsidiary of your company in Morocco.

To establish a company in Morocco, the city that is most relevant to business, is Casablanca, Casablanca is a thriving
city, a lively city that is the source of modernity and dynamism of Morocco, it is the Morocco's economic lung and in
which most international companies are installed. If the adventure of creating an enterprise in Morocco tempts you, we
advise you to contact the Chamber of Commerce in Casablanca, which will answer all your questions. Feel free to share
your experience in the creation of companies in Morocco.
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